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Abstract—Photon counting applications are typically limited by
detector deadtime to operate at count rates of a few megahertz,
at best, and often at significantly lower levels. This limitation is
becoming more critical with the advance of photon counting ap-
plications such as photon-based quantum information. We present
a first experimental proof of principle, and review the theoretical
foundation of a multiplexed detection scheme that allows photons
to be counted at higher rates than is possible with individual de-
tectors or simple detector trees. In addition to this deadtime im-
provement, we discuss the impact of this scheme on other relevant
characteristics such as afterpulsing and dark count rates.

Index Terms—Fast fiber switch, InGaAs single-photon
avalanche detector (SPAD), multiplexing, parametric down-
conversion, photon counting.

I. INTRODUCTION

QUANTUM communication and quantum computation ap-
plications place difficult design requirements on the ma-

nipulation and processing of single photons [1], [2]. Quantum
cryptography [3] would particularly benefit from improved de-
tectors, as that application in the form of quantum key dis-
tribution (QKD), is often constrained by detector characteris-
tics such as detection efficiency (DE), dark count rate, timing
jitter, and deadtime [4]. Because of demands for higher rate
secret key production, the quantum information community is
presently engaged in efforts aimed at improving QKD, including
reducing detector deadtime [5]. Moreover, with the exponen-
tial growth in multimode parametric downconversion (PDC)
photon pair production rates [6] that are now in the range of
2 ! 106 s"1 and the more recent development of !(3) single-
mode fiber-based sources with pair rates [7], [8] up to 107 s"1,
the need is clear for faster photon-counting detection. In typi-
cal single-photon detectors presently available, either commer-
cial or prototype, the deadtimes range from #50 ns for actively
quenched single photon avalanche detectors (SPADs), to#10 µs
for passively quenched SPADs, although even actively quenched
SPADs sometimes employ µs deadtimes to avoid excessive af-
terpulsing rates. In addition to the absolute limits imposed by
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these effects, in practice detectors are often limited to small frac-
tions of these rates to#1 MHz or much less to avoid undesirable
systematic effects associated with high deadtime fractions. This
is particularly the case for infrared SPADs, which are especially
prone to high afterpulsing. Additional motivation for improved
photon counters are traditional low light detection applications
such as medical diagnosis and bioluminescence, chemical, and
material analyses, where high speed and time resolution are also
required [9]–[12].

We have previously introduced a scheme to improve detec-
tion rate limits by taking a pool of photon-counting detectors and
operating them as a unit [13]. We now implement a simple pro-
totype system. The general scheme consists of a 1-by-N optical
switch that takes a single input stream of photons and distributes
them to members of an array of N detectors. A switch controller
monitors which detectors have fired recently, and are thus, dead
and then routes subsequent incoming pulses to a detector that
is ready. We have previously shown that this scheme allows a
system of N detectors to be operated at a significantly higher
detection rate than N times the detection rate of an individual
detector, while maintaining the same dead time fraction (DTF).

The system’s switching operation could be sequential with
each detector firing in order, or it could be set up to direct
the input to any live detector. Ultimately, the scheme could be
implemented to allow for optimum use of an array of detectors
where each detector may have a different deadtime, dark count
rate, and/or afterpulsing probability. In addition, optical switch
loss and switching time may also be included in the optimization.
For example, a system using a switch with a significant latency
time (perhaps due to long processing times to determine if a
detector has fired) might benefit from operation in a mode,
where for a pulsed source, the input is switched to another live
detector regardless of whether the previous detector fired. This
would reduce the effect of the long latency as long as there is a
high likelihood of there being at least one available live detector.

Our original analysis quantified the advantage of the scheme
for the ideal case of a multiplexed system with zero switch
transition time [13]. Our subsequent effort [14] including the
effect of a nonzero switch time, showed that for switch times
as high as 10% of the individual detector deadtimes, there was
still significant advantage to be gained with this scheme. (We
also note that the finite switch time model coincides with our
previous calculations in the limit of switching time negligible
compared to the single detector deadtime, as it should.)

The main focus of this paper is an experimental verifica-
tion of a theoretical finding that the controlled arrangement of
multiple detectors yields a significant improvement of DTF,
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Fig. 1 A pool of detectors and a fast optical switch are used to register a high
rate of incoming photons. Incoming photons are switched to a ready detector.
If it fires, the detector is switched out of the ready pool until recovery. If it does
not fire, that detector remains ready.

and other characteristics of a photon counting apparatus. We
present the experimental comparative study of performance of
various detector arrangements with one or two detectors. We
show experimentally that the most advantageous scheme to
reduce DTF and increase photon count rates, along with the
added bonus of improving the signal to background ratio and
reducing afterpulsing, is the active switching arrangement that
uses an external logic control circuit that remembers the order
in which the detectors fired.

II. THEORY

A. Analytical Modeling

Our analytical calculations have been previously presented,
so here, we only briefly describe key definitions and results [13],
[14]. The DTF of a generic photon counting detector is defined
as the ratio of the lost count rate over the total count rate in the
absence of deadtime

DTF =
! " !registered

!
= 1 " 1

1 + !Td
, (1)

where !registered is the count rate registered by a real detector, !
is the count rate of an idealized detector with no deadtime (as-
suming Poissonian count statistics), Td is the individual detector
deadtime, and T $ Td is the measurement time.

To generalize this definition to a system of N detectors, we
introduce an overall or “effective” deadtime Td(N ) with the DTF
of the system being

DTF = 1 " 1
1 + !Td(N )

. (2)

To simply highlight the advantage of an N -detector system, we
compare its DTF to what could be achieved by a single detec-
tor with a deadtime reduced by a factor of 1/N . For such an
improved single detector, DTF = 1 " 1/(1 + !Td/N). This is
the same result that would be obtained by an array of N detectors
with deadtime Td and random switching such as may be imple-
mented with a tree arrangement of beam splitters [15]–[17].

We now calculate Td(N ). Because in the scheme here the
optical switch only switches photons to a new detector after a

registered count, the effective deadtime can be given by sta-
tistically combining the effects of switching time, Ts and the
single detector deadtime Td governed by two cases—either 1)
N events are counted in a time interval bigger than Td " Ts (i.e.,
one event for each detector), or 2) they occur in a time interval
less than Td " Ts. In the second case, the photon is switched to a
dead detector adding an additional delay to the optical switching
time. Following our previous work [13], we write the effective
deadtime for N detectors as

Td(N ) = pa,N (Td(N ))Ts + pb,N (Td(N ))(Td " Eb,N (Td(N )))

(3)
where

pa,N (Td(N )) =
! +%

Td"Ts

fN (!t, Td(N ))d!t (4)

and

pb,N (Td(N )) =
! Td"Ts

0
fN (!t, Td(N ))d!t (5)

are the probabilities that case (1) or (2) occurs for
fN (!t, Td(N )), the probability density distribution of the time
interval !t, between a count and the (N " 1)th preceding one.
We indicate the dependence of the above probabilities on Td(N ),
with

Eb,N (Td(N )) =
" Td"Ts
0 !tfN (!t, Td(N ))d!t
" Td"Ts
0 fN (!t, Td(N ))d!t

(6)

which is the mean time interval between a count and the
(N " 1)th preceding one when case (2) occurs. For a poissonian
process, where events are counted with an overall deadtime of
fixed length Td(N ), fN (!t, Td(N )) is given by [18]

fN (!t, Td(N )) =
!N "1[!t " (N " 1)Td(N )]N "2

(N " 2)!

! e"![!t"(N "1)Ts]"[!t " (N " 1)Td(N )],

(7)

which is a modified Gamma function, and " is the Heaviside
step function with "(x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0 otherwise. In our
previous work [13], where the switching time was neglected, an
explicit formula for the effective deadtime was possible. Due to
added complexities related to the nonnegligible switching times,
an analytical formula exists only for N = 2 detectors

Td(2) =
Td

2
"

1 + 2W
#

(2Ts"Td)!"1
2

$

2!
(8)

where W is the principal value of the Lambert W-function [19].
For more detectors we must use numerical methods. This theo-
retical approach is also in excellent agreement with Monte-Carlo
simulation results [14].

B. Modeling Results

The analysis earlier allows a comparison of multiple detec-
tor arrangements with realistic deadtimes and switching times
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Fig. 2 DTF of multiplexed SPAD systems (a) DTF as a function of in-
cident photon rate for actively switched systems with up to 4 detectors for
Ts = 0.01 Td and 0.1 Td; (b) comparing actively switched assemblies with
Ts = 0.01 Td to detector trees shows higher photon rates can be reached at a
given DTF.

(Fig. 2). We have assumed Td = 10µs, which is implemented
in the experiment. It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that the smaller
the fraction of time needed to switch the detectors, the lower
the DTF achieved at the same rate of incident photons. In
particular, we compare the case when the characteristic switch-
ing time Ts = 0.01 Td (which is readily achievable with fast,
albeit lossy, and available commercial optical switches) to a
more modest switching time of Ts = 0.1 Td, which allows for
slower switches that can have significantly lower loss. Clearly,
longer switching time results in lower incident photon rates for
a given DTF value, and this effect becomes more evident when
more detectors are used in the assembly [14].

Theory predicts that an actively multiplexed arrangement
compares favorably to a detector tree configuration, for realistic
ratios between deadtime and switching time, Fig. 2(b). We see
that a multiplexed SPAD arrangement dramatically lowers DTF
and that improvement increases with the number of detectors
used.

While the model here only deals with the DTF improvement,
it is important to note other advantages of active multiplexing.
The most significant advantage is reduction in afterpulse counts,
because the SPAD is switched off immediately after it detects a
photon, and is not switched on until all other detectors detect one
photon each. Therefore, the probability of a set of N detectors
to register an afterpulse is much less than that of one detector.
At the same time, the rate of dark counts is expected to be equal
to a mean of dark count rates of all detectors used rather than
the sum of the rates, because at all times only the output of the
one active detector is recorded.

C. Modeling the Experimental System

For our heralded photon test system the experimental value
of DTF is calculated as DTF= 1 " !gate/!heralding, where
!heralding is the rate of heralding counts, and !gate is the rate of
those heralding counts that are accepted by our multiplexed de-
tection system, and result in a gate pulse. DTF is calculated this

Fig. 3 (a) Setup for testing different arrangements of InGaAs SPAD assem-
blies. (b) Three different InGaAs SPAD assemblies. (c) Schematic of electronic
logic to actively control InGaAs assemblies and photon routing.

way because !gate is a readily available measure of heralding
counts accepted by the detector system (the gate counts sent to
our detection system). We have assumed Poissonian behavior
of our heralded single-photon source.

These experimental data are compared to theoretical values.
In general, the theoretical formula used for the estimation of the
DTF is

DTF = !registeredTd + (!gate " !registered)T0 (9)

where !registered is now the overall rate of counts registered
by our specific detection system and T0 is the time interval
during which our detection system is busy after a gate pulse
is received. (Note: it is important to distinguish the two rates,
!registered and !gate, because not all the pulses produced by the
detector used for gating yield a herald pulse, as the electronic
logic circuit may be busy. Note also that as opposed to Td,
which is the deadtime of the detector after it registers a count,
T0 is the deadtime of the detector electronics when it does not
register a count.) We estimated T0 & 220 ns. The first term
of the formula corresponds to our original theoretical model,
while the second term accounts for the previously unconsidered
effect of T0. When our detection system is just one detector
Td = Td (5 or 10 µs), while for a two-detector detector tree
Td = Td/2. For the system where the SPADs are controlled
by the external logic circuit, we evaluate Td numerically using
(8), where Ts & 130 ns, and !, the count rate in the absence of
deadtime, is evaluated as !registered/(1 " !registeredTd).

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Setup

We chose to test the deadtime reduction scheme with an
InGaAs detector which typically requires long deadtimes af-
ter firing to avoid excessive afterpulsing. The long deadtimes
(#10 µs) ease the engineering involved in switching the optical
channel in a short time relative to the deadtime. For these tests
we produced correlated photons at 810 and 1550 nm [Fig. 3(a)]
by pumping a 5 mm long periodically poled MgO-doped
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lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal with a continuous wave laser at
532 nm [20]. The visible photons are used to herald the IR
photon’s arrival at the InGaAs detector. We used noncritical
phase-matching (90' phase-matching angle) with a 7.36 µm
poling period to satisfy phase matching conditions for photon
pairs at external angles of 1' (for 810 nm photons) and 2' (for
1550 nm photons). We fine tuned the phase-matching angles by
adjusting the crystal temperature near 131 'C. Lens Lp focused
the pump beam in the PPLN crystal, cutoff filter FC blocked
the pump laser, and dichroic mirror DM separated the 810 nm
(beam 1) and 1550 nm (beam 2) photons. An extra interference
filter (F1) at 810 nm with a full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
of 10 nm further suppressed fluorescence from the PPLN crys-
tal reducing background heralding counts. L1,2 were aspheric
coupling lenses with 8-mm focal lengths, antireflection-coated
for 810 and 1550 nm. The single-mode fiber (SMF) collection
geometry (with the crystal to L1 distance of 27 cm) restricted
the heralding bandwidth to #2 nm FWHM [20]. The distance
between the crystal and L2 was 20 cm, with a spectral filter F2

with a 30 nm pass band FWHM installed in the path. The herald-
ing arm was routed to a SMF and then to D1, a Si SPAD, while
the heralded arm also coupled to a SMF, was sent to an InGaAs
SPAD assembly. The InGaAs assemblies were operated in gated
mode with gate pulses provided by photodetection events of D1.
Both optical and electronic delays of the heralded arm were ad-
justed with appropriate length SMF and electronic cables.

The following InGaAs SPAD assembles were tested
[Fig. 3(b)]: 1) a single InGaAs SPAD; 2) a pair of InGaAs
detectors in a tree configuration, connected to the PDC source
via a fiber beam splitter (FBS); and 3) a pair of InGaAs detectors
actively controlled by external logic [13]. The logic block was
designed to trigger only one of the two detectors at a time, and
to change which detector is triggered once the first one regis-
tered a count. This algorithm not only decreases the deadtime
fraction, but also improves the signal to noise ratio, and dramat-
ically reduces afterpulsing. The same logic block can operate a
fast optical switch to route a photon to an active detector. The
schematic of the logic block is shown in Fig. 3(c). The main
logic element is an asynchronous set-reset flip-flop. Its state
represents which detector fired most recently. Therefore, trigger
pulses from a Si SPAD are only routed to the detector which
has had more time to recover. A fast optical switch with a sub-
ns response time is controlled in a similar manner. The actual
switching time is determined by the switching time of electron-
ics, which was equal to 1 ns. Because the switch’s resistance
is 40 " and requires #5 V to switch the output, one needs to
limit the duration of the voltage applied to avoid thermal effects.
Therefore, we gated the switch control voltage synchronously
with the Si SPAD trigger pulse. The electronic delays, together
with logic primitives, are arranged so that the active detector
can register one count and only one count, with the output(s) of
the other detector(s) being blocked.

B. Experimental Results

Our experiment compares the DTF as a function of the trig-
ger detector rate (proportional to the incident photon rate) for

Fig. 4 (a) DTF as a function of trigger detector count rate (!heralding) for
each detector system configuration. Measured (solid points) and calculated
(open points connected by lines to guide the eye) deadtime fractions are shown.
All configurations used 10 µs deadtime detectors except the one indicated with
deadtime reduced by half. (b) same as in (a), except plotted versus the count
rate of InGaAs arrangements.

the three detector configurations just discussed. To clearly illus-
trate the effects of these different configurations on the DTF, the
deadtimes of the individual InGaAs detectors were kept constant
at 10 µs. Further, for comparison purposes, overall detection ef-
ficiencies of all the InGaAs arrangements were kept equal (to
within 7% relative variation) by introducing appropriate attenu-
ation to the heralded arm’s fiber channel. Because of limitations
of our PDC photon source, we could not experimentally measure
the DTF for trigger photon rates of >106 Hz. However, based
on the theoretical treatment above, the most dramatic difference
between the curves is expected at trigger rates <106 Hz. Ex-
perimental results and the corresponding theoretical values are
presented in Fig. 4. Note that the calculated DTFs, based on (8)
and (9), used only experimentally determined parameters (i.e.,
no free fit parameters were used). We see that a single InGaAs
detector exhibits the largest DTF, and it increases with trigger
detector rate, in agreement with the theoretical predictions. We
see that the DTF achieved by the tree consisting of two InGaAs
detectors is lower than the DTF of a single InGaAs detector
with the same deadtime. While we might expect that the DTF
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of the tree would be equal to the DTF of a single detector with
half the deadtime, in practice the tree performance is slightly
worse. This is because the two InGaAs detectors differ in their
detection efficiencies and afterpulsing probabilities. In addition,
for the tree arrangement the system dark count and afterpulse
rates are the sum of the individual rates. This suggests that
in arrangements with N > 2 detectors, the controlled trigger-
ing arrangement offers opportunities for additional advantages
over the simple tree arrangement, with respect to detection ef-
ficiency, afterpulse probability, and dark count rates. Finally,
the arrangement with a pair of detectors controlled by external
logic has the lowest DTF, because only the output of the de-
tector which has the best chance to be “alive” is recorded. To
highlight the advantage of the multiplexed scheme two experi-
mental data sets are presented. One with a beamsplitter acting
as passive switch (and introducing 50% loss) and one with an
active optical switch. Note that the optical loss in the previous
arrangements was matched to the passive switched arrangement
so the passive switch DTF results are directly comparable to a
single detector and a detector tree. In a separate experiment, we
showed that active routing of a photon to the detector that is
expected to be alive increases the overall DE, while keeping the
DTF low.

To demonstrate the advantage and the feasibility of active
routing of photons, we made a series of DE measurements at
different trigger detector rates using the logic module with a
beam splitter versus an active switch and observed a (28 ± 3)%
increase in DE, while ideal lossless active photon routing would
have resulted in a 100% increase. This rather moderate DE
increase is due to relatively high insertion loss of our switch
(#2 dB) rather than any other switch or control circuit nonide-
alities. Obviously, the DE of the system can be improved by
using less lossy fast switches. The DTF for the active switch-
ing case is also shown in Fig. 4(a). We see that the DTF for
an active switching scheme changes insignificantly, compared
to a “passive switch” case. However, strictly speaking, it can
not be compared directly to any other configurations shown in
Fig. 4(a), because its DE is different from all the other InGaAs
arrangements.

We note that using the logic circuit to activate only one de-
tector improves the signal to background ratio as compared to
the detector tree arrangement, or even compared to a single
detector with half the deadtime. We gauged the signal to back-
ground improvement relative to the detector tree for cases of
passive and active switching. The passive scheme improvement
was 1.83 ± 0.05, while the active scheme improvement was
2.0 ± 0.1. We also gauged the improvement of our switching
schemes to a single detector with a deadtime reduced by half and
found improvement factors of 1.3 ± 0.1 and 1.4 ± 0.2 for the
two cases, respectively. It is also evident from our experiments
that the afterpulsing peak is significantly reduced with the con-
trolled switch system, because in most cases after registering a
count the detectors remain off for much longer times than their
individual deadtime.

Fig. 4(b) shows that the observed decrease in DTF at a fixed
trigger count rate allows operation at higher registered count
rates, while maintaining the same value of DTF. Indeed, we see

that the registered count rate of the single detector with 10 µs
deadtime is 4.2 kHz for a DTF of 0.1. A detector tree yields
a 6.7 kHz count rate at this DTF. Finally, with the controlled
switch configuration, the registered count rate can be increased
to 9.9 kHz for the same DTF value. As discussed, this com-
parison is made for the detector arrangements after equalizing
their DEs to ensure equivalent conditions. Note that in this case
[Fig. 4(b)], the DTF values for a tree arrangement fall lower
than the DTF values for a single detector with half the dead-
time, when plotted against the registered count rate, while the
situation is reversed when plotted against the trigger count rate
[Fig. 4(a)]. The reason for this effect is that in our experiment
we recorded the sum of the two detectors outputs in a tree con-
figuration, i.e., both detectors could fire during the same trigger
cycle, and both detections would be recorded by our electron-
ics, thus, this increase of the raw count rate for the same DTF
is only due to an increase in background counts which consist
of real photon detections (due to multiple photons emitted with
a detector gate time), as well as dark counts, after pulses, etc.
This behavior is evident at higher rates, when the rate of raw
counts for a tree arrangement is significantly higher than that
for all the other arrangements, while the trigger count rate was
kept approximately equal for all arrangements tested.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a proof of principle experiment showing
that a pool of N detectors with controlled switching exhibits
lower DTF as compared to passive arrangements, and there-
fore, can be operated at much higher incident photon rates than
is otherwise possible, either with an array of detectors with a
passive switch system such as might be implemented by a tree
of beamsplitters or a single detector with much reduced dead-
time. We see that in addition to higher count rates, characteristics
important for detection of single-photons such as signal to back-
ground ratio and afterpulsing favor actively controllable switch
systems. We conclude that because parameters such as DE, dark
count rate, and afterpulse probability can vary from one detec-
tor to the next, it may be possible to design the active switching
to minimize the overall noise and maximize the overall sig-
nal by using the worst detectors as rarely as possible. Overall
this optimization can be a complicated procedure involving not
just the numerous characteristics of the numerous detectors, but
also the optical switch characteristics, as well as the require-
ments of the particular photon counting application. This effort,
while beyond the scope of this paper, should be pursued in
developing this technique.
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